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_ +4) last spring by the provocative final 

“| > geport-of Sen. Frank Church's Select 

*- Cormuttee on Inteliigeace Cperations, 

i. the House of Representatives has re- 

| & solved, 285-t0-S5, to investigate the pos- 

|. sibility (or is ft the probabil:ty?) of con- 

, i? spiracies to assassinate President Ken- 

_ Se nedy and Mortia Luther King Jr. 
It is not yet clear how open the new 

t+ inquiry will be to the possibility that 

:-there was not a conspirarcy, thovgh 

=" remarks by Rep. Thomas N. Downing 

2- @D-Val, chairman of the new Select 

- Committee, suggest that he may have 

ed that matter in bis own mind. 

In the tase of President Kennedy,” he 

old the House, “I am ccnvinced that 
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- got know the identity of the conspira- 

tors or their‘motives. That should be 

- favestigated in depth.” 
The idea of conspiracy, of course, is 

notoriously vague even 7s a legal con- 

cept. Satisfying the cca:mon sense that 

sometzieg snd somebcdy besides the 

perpetrators of crimes are often re- 

sponsitie fer these eriincs. the search 

* for ecnspiracy alzodecapts the investi- 
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_§ Cohen,"@ professor of American 
udies at Brandeis University, is the 

uthor of “Cozsyiracy Fever,” to be   
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~ there was a conspiracy involved. Ido - 
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cious prosecutor or, say, a House-Comh\. ”. 

mittce on Un-American Activities that\, | ~ 

scarch can be the occasion for cons 

derabie mischief. 
indeed, one need go no further that ~ 

ennedy Pr 

  

or bencfits from a crime is itself-proof WE. 

of participation. In the hands of re 
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the Church Committee report, “The In- =. ° ~ 
vestigation of 

ing’s suspicions and to see the mischie- 

vous temptations awaiting the new ine 

vestigation. sows. : 
- 

On its surface, that report is amodel. -' ae 

of reasonable provocation. The com--.'~ The Washington Post C - / 

mittee, it says, has not reviewed the. Washington Star-News : : 

- question of the guilt or innocence of Daily News (New York) 

Lee Hervey Oswald. Nor, it adds em-' 

phatically, has the committee found 

any evidence of a conspiracy to kill the 

President. What the coramittee bas 

fourd is new evidence which was ee 

ther unavailable or deliberately with- 

held from the Warren Commission” ae 

ard from those people in the FBI and © ’ 

CIA who were cooperating in the in-- 

vesiigation, evidence suggesting - the 

presence ia 1563 

for 2 possible conspiracy: revenge per-° 

harps for Mzfiarelated and otber CIA 
the hatred 

plots to assassinate Castro; 

of Kennedy in certain antiGaces<i 

_ , : See ASSAS 

the Assassination of | 

President Jon F< Kennedy,” both to . - 
understand what has fired Rep. Downe _ 

  

of powerful motives Aa 
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   :, However, the report contend ‘CO: ep i eee “ . 

oO §nfermation whthel4 er unavz —The Conspiracy Libby No doubt he “could” With “enough 

i. Sceemul sulliciently eaplan Ge Wa | 7 “  tueemmmncn cg Dey “Sematical ingenuity, it is still possi.” 

yen Commission's failure to investiate | 
“the most plausible conspiracies. Even 

re ‘without detailed knowledgé of CIA 
Ds plots, it argues, enough was known at 

the time about the possibly murderous 
motives of pro-and anti-Castro groups 

_ ‘to warrant large suspicions. Allegedly 
_” fhdifferent to the possibility éf con- 

_ 3, aplracy, the Warren Commission, ac- 
-'  eording to the Church report, failed to 

’ follow provocative leads or even to ask 
the right questions. “Those Cuban 

- areas which were explored,” the re- 
_ port concludes, “related solely to Os- 

_ Wald and Oswald's contacts, rather. 

  

7 ILL THE NEW committee also 

bypass the question of whether =‘ 

Oswald was a single assassin? For, if $0, 

thé new investigation will peed tore | 

view a barrage of the latest co-° ‘ 

aspiratorial theories presented by,- 

“what might be called the conspiracy" © 

lobby, a lobby made up of professional .° 

and amateur critics of the Warren . 

Commission who spring to flamboyant ; 

attention at the first hint of congres = 

sional interest. The latest books and ar- 

ticles.on the subject go well beyond 

the Cuban orientation of the Church 

committee report. They allege a co- 

  

than the Jarger issues of determining 

i. whether subversive activities of the 

yo ~ "€uban government or Cuban exile 

ae > community were relevant to the assas- 
ation.”. : ° Le 

tis in this subtle sentence that 0 one 

see the first great pitfall which 

will face a new investigation in search 

of “larger issues.” The Church commit- 

tee did not review the questions of 

| - ‘whether Oswald shot the President 

wacaemics . 2 apd, if'so, whether he was a lone assas- 

- Be gin. Yet, clearly, these questions are 

. >. °.. erucial in determining whether there 

was a conspiracy. For, if there was one 

- “assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald and no 

ao one else, as the Warren Commission 

cos concluded, then it follows that any in- 

vestigation should have centered on 

” him and his points of contact with the 

‘world. It is not “larger issues” or “rele- 

vant” patterns of “subversive activity” 

which kill Presidents, but live assas- 

"On the other hand, if Oswald did not 

- shoot the President or if others were 

  

   

  

y properly be given free rein; and 

md is why critics of the Warren re- 

rt have spent so much time casting 

oubt on the notion that Oswald was a 

single assassin. . 

By playing down the importance of 

_ the question of Oswald's singular guilt, 

* the Church committee opened the way - 

~ involved, then conspiratorial suspicion . 

nspiratorial potential as well in th 

CIA (supposedly furious at Kennedy — 

for betraying its Cuban plans and for 

contemplating the dismantling of the 

Agency), Army Intelligence (angry at 

  

Kennedy’ ‘s intention to withdraw from 
Vietnam), Organized Crime (eager to 
regain its drug and gambling conces-° 
sions in Cuba, makitig common cause 
‘with the CLA and anti-Castro groups to- 
‘ward that end), the Teamsters (angry ~ 
‘at Bobby Kennedy, who could be ren- 
dered bereft and powerless if his 
brother were killed), not to speak of 
the FBI and Soviet intelligence which 
may have programmed Oswald in Rus- 
sia, if indeed the Oswald in Russia is 
the same Oswald as the one in Dallas. 

The most widely circulated of recent © 
conspiracy books, Robert Sam Anson's. 
“They've Killed the President,” weaves | 
many of these themes into a stunning 
“tapestry of conspiratorial possibilities. 
Like other conspiracy theorists, Anson. 

tions of the real-life Oswald by creat- 

" walds: look-alikes, near-look-alikes and 
not-at-all-alikes who, however, claim to 

be Oswald. He even suggests that the 
Oswald who went to Russia is not the 
same Oswald who was arrested in Dal- 
las, but rather a near-look-alike sent by 
American intelligence while the real 
Oswald, a lesser spy, disappeared on 
assignment in this country. Upon the 

to vast speculation, logically imposi-_ second Oswald's return to this coun- 
“ ble to disprove; for one cannot finally 

provi t something did not happen, 

. sas that something has happened 
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try, it is suggested, the real one. re- 
placed him, and for the next few years . 
the two apparently impersonated each 
other. Anson does not explain, among 
other things, why Mrs. Oswald, whom 

_ Oswald met in Russia, didn’t notices 
that she was living with two different 
men. . - © eens mene — 
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. one and only Lee Harvey Osw: 

n___controlied. welts fee f° Fo 

deals with the disappointing limita- i” We We know, for example, ‘that Os. . 

ing an elaborate system of false Os- - ‘Wald worked inthe building from* 
‘which the President was shot. He ~ 

. The Job with the Help and advice of a= 

tb. .o argue that the earth fs the cen-. 
ter of the solar system. With a system ~ 

-;+' of second (and in some theories, third - 
and fourth) Oswalds, it is possible to~ 

- posit several undisprovable. conspire ge 

. cies, Af 

_New Orleans, Trial 

“FLL THE NEW report be able 007 7. 
resist such metaphysics? As sug. 

’ gested, the early signs are not .B00d. 
Rep. Downing is “convinced” there is as 

* conspiracy. Over the years Rep. Henry § 4 
~ B. Gonzalez (D-Tex), who is slated to 
become the committee chairman next’? * 
year after Downing'retires, has bee, 
the congressman most susceptible 2 

the blandishments of far-out critics, a" 

attested to by his friendly foreword & 
“Coup d’Etat in America,” a wor! % 
which argues for CIA involvement on > 
the grounds "that three derelicts ar- 
rested in Dallas after the assassination” 
look something like Howard Hunt, : 
Frank Sturgis and either the real killer ; 
of Martin Luther King or the Second ; 
Oswald. The fact that the derelict. 
“Hunt” fs palpably shorter, older and” 
fatter than the real Hunt and the dere-: 
lict Sturgis taller and lighter than his: 
look-alike does not seem to deter the 
joint authors or the congressman. *« Lo 

If, however, the new committee! 
‘were to be convinced, as the Warren’ 

Commission was, ‘that, one man, the. / 
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the President, then the conspiratorial ; 
possibilities “would: be. considerably - 

  

  

Yamily friend, Ruth Paine, several © 
‘weeks before it was even decided, - 
‘much Tess publicly announce at: 

é President's car would in front + 
OF Bis place of work. From which it « 
Would follow elther that Oswald and: 
his co-conspirators were lucky enou 
Wo Have tht Président arrive in front of 
that building at a convenient time oF - 
that-elements in the ‘conspiracy had | 
the" power to send ¢ “Oswaid to a place’ 
where this Coc ¢o-<onspirators knew the ; 
Presidénf would be and, more omt- ; i 

  

" nous, the power to ) send the President 
OSs—By a place where d would_be- & 

_ Mis Paine would need to be part of* 
the conspiracy; as would a circle of 

_ people around the President sig ” 
* should be easy to identity.’ we nT 
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tro-activt tes in New Orleans the sum C 
mer belere the assassination aad vk- 
ited the Cuban embassy in Mexico City 
in late September, lengthy efforts to 
tle him to anything approaching a con- 

“splracy in either Cuban camp have~ 
* come up empty-handed, - 

. ‘The most notorious-of these efforts 
'. occurred fn New Orleans nine years 

ago when District Attorney Jim G. 
son, promising to link Oswald to an 

.Feputation of being one of the most 
‘malicious and mendacious prosecu- 
tions in American history. After a 
spectacle of literally drugged, hypno- 
tized and bullied witnesses and ludi-. 
crously inaccurate testimony, the jury 
threw the case out. Garrison had not 
even ‘succeeded in tying Oswald 
Shaw and Ferrie. So damaging was 
this performance to the cause of War- 
ren Report criticism that many critics 
argue today that Garrison was one of 

~ the CIA's dirty tricks. 

ti-Castro, CIA plot involvigg Clay Shaw. 
and David Ferrie, staged a conspiracy - 

- . trial which has gained the deserved 

  

ND THEGE 3s tne 0n O1 I. wir - 
A the new House comrriltee try tp * 

des to a conspiracy, thus opening the 
floodgates of speculation, or will the - 
committee try to tie a conspiracy to 
the real Oswald? Will it pass over the 
question of Oswald's singular guilt or 
innocence, or will it begin with the piv- 
otal questions in the case: How many 
assassins were there? ‘Did Oswald __- ncwald’s rifle, were found, as were all’ 
shoot the President? * 

One wonders whether the Congress ° 
and public know about the new scien- * 
tifie work which has been done on 
these questions and how powerfully " 
they confirm the le single-assassin theo- ” 

- xy. ee see 

By now 14 doctors and scientists i 
" have examined the X-rays and photos 

df the President which were unavaila- * 
, be added: in all the new material, de-. le to the Warren Commission. And 

they agree that all the shots came - 
from above and behind the President 
and not from his right where critics 
have suggested an assassin stationed . 

was fir-. on the famous “grassy knolk’ 

_ ing. . _ 
The doctors also confirm the pivotal   

~té Oswald or one of his s!leged dou- > ip 
   

   

USS eae wee alee “ oi se + 4 ‘9g oe. 
he hew committee will (eorams 
“snd other new materials al 

with Warren Report it will proba;,: 
bly be led, as the Warren Commission : Was, right back to that window on the ; : 

  

  

*, .of Oswald by which critics like Mar’ 

  

i n theorizes that Garrison was - 
Iryjng to distract attention from the 
activities of organized crime by stress- 

’ . ing a plot involving the CIA and anti- - 
Castro elements. And yet it is from ma- - 
terials developed in the New Orleans 
trial that Anson finds justification for - 
claiming unequivocally that Oswald 

* -consorted with Shaw and Ferrie and 
-was heavily involved in anti-Castro - 

conclusion of the Warren Conimission . 
that the bullet which struck the Presi- 
dent high in the shoulder definitely 
exited from his throat, a point which is 
reinforced by Itek Corporation's re-. 
cent photographic study of the posi- 
tions of President Kennedy and Gov. 

* John Connally at the time of the shoot- 
ing. Assassination buffs know how im- 
portant this finding is. For a bullet ex- 

ae Orleans activities fn iting in the direction and at the down- 
ward angle indicated by the doctors © 

Nonetheless, the new committee will could not have failed to hit Gov. Con- _ 
? » ‘Want to review this and similar mate- . . bally. For yéars critics questioned the 

_. Fal arising from Oswald's contat 
: with the wider world. There is a moun- 

~ tain of it. For the original investiga- 
ion, if wanting. in curiosity yabout 

~ “larger issues,” was ravenous in accu- 

Baek tae cs at o penn 

   

       and Connally), seeing it as a contriv- 

maintain the single assassin theory. 
Now, in view of recent studies, that 
theory emerges as the only one which 

+ an account for the known facts of the 

      

sod = mnUlating information about Oswald 
:=..., and his contacts. Not inaccurately, the 

: assassination has been called the most 

* explain away the massive evidences | 

. Ration buffs have tried to tie Booth to - 

feasibility of the double-hit (Kennedy potheses. But a ludicrous conspiracy 
: trial and subsequent congressional in-! 

ance of a commission desperate to... -yestigation and a hundred years of re- 

Itek has also examined several pho- 

thoroughly investigated crime in histo- 
ry. In the years since the Warren Re- 
port, none of the conspirators has bro- 
ken; and the new evidence that has ap- ° 

* peared, such as the news of Oswald's 

    

areinuptotheirnecks, 

threatening appearance in an FBI off- 

+ tos of the grassy knoll taken during 
the shooting, finding only shadow and 
light where the critics claim to see 
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ed from : 
sixth floor of the Texas 
tory building, where shells, 

the bullets recovered, and where a: 
palm print and other signs of Oswald's ‘f 
presence were quickly discovered. > = ae 

I will not rehearse here ‘the ‘overs’ 
| whelming case for Oswald's’ guilt / 
amassed by the Warren Commission. If 
‘the Warren Report were still in print, 
the broad public could remind itself of .. i . 
the Irresistible argument which is” 4 Lee 
there mounted. However, this should oe a     

    

  

   
   

    

          

    

   

    

classified and made available to the. 
Church committee and independent 
researchers over the last few years, hh 

there appears not one scintilla of evid- a 
--ence pointing to the alleged frameup ? * 

” Lane and Sylvia Meagher have tried 
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.. A little more ‘than a century” ago 
President Lincoln was assassinated by. 
John Wilkes Booth; ever since, assassi- 

  

“larger issues” —- the Confederacy'’s . 
hatred of Lincoln; Vice President AD- 
drew Johnson's or Secretary of War! 

_ Stanton’s ambition, the Catholic® 
” Church's subversive designs on Ameri: 

can freedom. These were plausible : 

+ conspiratorial hypotheses; there are al-’. 
ways plausible conspiratorial “hye 

search into the Lincoln assassination | 

have failed to make the critical linkup | -.. 
- Detween Booth and those “relevant”: . 

patterns of subversive activity.” Of. 
-these conspiracies, the verdict at to’ ce 

: day’s historians is Not Proven.“ - eh Seale 

One can never be certain there ¥ was a 
not a conspiracy, and these days it! 
takes some courage not to find the” 

  

  

  

guns and gunmen. New studies of ons government guilty. So one wonders. 

of the bullets recovered, the famous 
CE399, show its shape and weight to be 
consistent with the work attributed to . 

ice in early November, only confiii—~ it, contrary to 10 years of counter. 
the Warren Report's characterization 
of Oswaid as a reckless loner. There-is 
precious little to tie a conspiracy tothe ~ 
séal Oswald, though the filse Oswalds 

    

claims by critics. Tests of Oswald-+type 
rifles and ammunition show themcap- ~ 
able of doing the job. Reexamination __- 
of the physics of the President's head 

“When and if the new investigation” 

.comes up empty-handed, ¥ wiric Rave; 
the guts to say 50? “os Agee . 

  

  

  

    

  

      

  

  

movement just ‘after he was struck’. 
* feaves Newton utterly unruffied inhis - . 
* grave, jorgtime critical claims 2 
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he 
slumps 

toward 
his wife 

anes 
from 

Zopruder film 
show 

President 
Kennedy 

being 
hit 

by bullet; 
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